
 

 

HAND BOOK 

 

 

Akaigawa area 

（Hinode, Akaigawa, Ikeda, Tomita, Asahioka） 

Burnable Monday & Thursday 

Unburnable Saturday 

Plastic 1st & 3rd Wednesday 

Recyclable 2nd & 4th Wednesday 
 

Miyako area 

（Magarikawa, Miyako, Ochiai, Tokiwa） 

Burnable Tuesday & Friday 

Unburnable Saturday 

Plastic 2nd & 4th Wednesday 

Recyclable 1st & 3rd Wednesday 

This booklet explains how to throw away household garbage in Akaigawa. Please use 
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this booklet along with the garbage calendar to make sure you dispose of your garbage 

in the correct way. 

 

Please take a careful look at this booklet, and throw away your garbage correctly. 

 

Garbage discarded using bags other than the designated ones will not be collected, and 

will be marked with a “Non-acceptable” sticker 

 

Household garbage is classified into various types from the standpoint of recycling. 

Separate and dispose of each type of garbage in the correct manner. 

Separate garbage into four different categories；burnable；unburnable；plastic；

recyclables 

 

Please dispose of garbage by 8:30 a.m. on the collection day. 

 Don't dispose garbage the night before or after or the garbage has been collected. 

 

 

 

Garbage bag & ticket 

□Price list 

garbage bag  

Burnable（Yellow） 

Unburnable（Blue） 

10ℓ a bag   20yen    10 bags  200yen 

20ℓ a bag   40yen    10 bags 400yen 

40ℓ a bag   80yen    10 bags  800yen 

Ticket（sticker） a ticket 80yen    10 ticket 800yen 

Ticket（carry in fee） a ticket 50yen    10 ticket 500yen （10 ㎏/a ticket） 

 

□Shop list 

Shop Address TEL 

Seicomart Akaigawa branch 285 Akaigawa Akaigawa-mura 0135-34-6636 

Kawamura shop 290 Akaigawa Akaigawa-mura 0135-34-6620 

Roadside Station Akaigawa 190 Miyako Akaigawa-mura 0135-34-6699 

Takahashi shop 487 Tokiwa Akaigawa-mura 0135-34-6013 
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1. Burnable garbage 

 

Use this yellow bag or sticker for burnable garbage. 

 

                 

Kitchen garbage, Garments, Clothes, Paper, Branches, withered leaves,  

disposable diaper, etc. 

※1 ※2 

※1 remove any grime.  ※2 completely drained of liquid. 

Branches 

                     

Please bundle.                                      put the sticker on. 

The longest part of the item is below 1m. 

Diameter 35cm. 
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2. Unburnable garbage 

Use this blue bag or sticker for unburnable garbage. 

  

Pottery, Chinaware, metals, Cosmetic bottles, glass, broken glass, scissors, knives,  

small home electric appliances etc. 

 

 

※wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

You can also bring your garbage. 

Carrying in garbage to disposal site 

Address 319-1 Miyako Akaiagawa-mura Yoichi-gun 046-0541 

Reception hours Monday-Saturday 

Apr.-Nov. 9:00～16:00 Dec.-Mar.  10:00～15:00 

Holidays Sunday, public holiday, From January 1st to 3rd 

Please bring in the garbage and carry in fee. 

 ～10kg / a ticket（¥50） 
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3. Plastic 

Plastic bags, Trays, Packs, Styrofoam, bubble packs, Wrappings,  

film used for packaging, bottle caps, etc. 

 

 

No need to use Akaigawa designated paid plastic bags. 

 

 

 

 

 

What is dirty is unburnable garbage. 
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4. Recyclables  

Can, bottle, Pet bottle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do not use bags.                Do not flatten cans. 

            

 

 

 

Newspapers, Magazines, Cardboard boxes, Paper packs 

Bundle with string according to type. 

  

××   
 

•Remove the cap and label. 

 

•Rinse lightly. 

 

Pet bottle→ 
 

Can  → 
 

Bottle → 

•Put them into a net. 

 

•Put them into a plastic container.(Orange) 

 

•Put them into a plastic container.(Blue)  
※Separate into achroma, brown and other 
colors. 
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5. Items That Are Not Collected by Akaigawa-mura 

Car, Tire, Motorcycles, Battery, Fire Extinguisher, Hazardous material, etc. 

 

Please request the store of original purchase, retailer, or manufacturer. 

 

Medical equipment 

  

 

6. Personal computers 

Apply for the collection of personal computers directly at the reception desk of each manufacturer. 

* If you have a PC main body and a display monitor made by different manufacturers, you need to 

apply to the respective manufacturers. 

PC3R Promotion Association   TEL 03-5282-7685 

http://www.pc3r.jp/ 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Make sure to return them to medical institutions or drug stores 

where they were provided. 

http://www.pc3r.jp/
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7. Four type of home appliances 

Televisions, air conditioners, refrigerators/freezers, and clothes washers/dryers cannot be disposed of 

as oversized garbage. 

Items designated by the Home Appliance Recycling Act 

Air conditioners Refrigerators/freezers Televisions Clothes washers/dryers 

 
 

 

 

 

When requesting a pickup from “the store where you bought the product,” “the store where you are 

buying a new one” or “a nearby electric appliance store” 

 

When carrying in an item directly to collection facilities designated by a home appliance 

manufacturer 

 

Contact a manufacturer or the Electric Appliance Recycling Ticket Center for detailed information 

including recycling fees. 

Electric Appliance Recycling Ticket Center   TEL: 0120-319-640 

https://www.rkc.aeha.or.jp 

 

 

Buying a new one 

Request a pickup from the 
store where you buy a new one 

Remember the store where 
youbought the product 

The store is still open 

Request a pickup from the 
store that you bought it from 

If you do not remember which store you 
bought the product from, or the store is far 

away and pickup is difficult, request a 
pickup from a nearby electric appliance 
store. request a pickup from a nearby 

electric appliance store. 

Purchase “Electric Appliance 
Recycling Ticket” at a post office 

Take the product to the designated 
collection site 

YES ― 

N O ― 

https://www.rkc.aeha.or.jp/
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8. Oversize garbage 

 

Includes 

・Things that are more than 1m 

・Things that are more than 50kg 

・Things that are more than 0.1 ㎥ 

 

Please bring in the garbage and carry in fee. 

 ～10kg / a ticket（¥50） 

 

 

 

Carrying in garbage to final disposal sites 

Address 319-1 Miyako Akaiagawa-mura Yoichi-gun 046-0541 

Reception hours Monday-Saturday 

Apr.-Nov. 9:00～16:00 Dec.-Mar.  10:00～15:00 

Holidays Sunday, public holiday, From January 1st to 3rd 

 

 

 

 

 

イラスト出典 

経済産業省ウェブサイト 

(https://www.meti.go.jp/policy/recycle/main/data/illust/index.html) 

いらすとや 

(https://www.irasutoya.com/) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.irasutoya.com/
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9. Garbage classification dictionary 

 
Item Classification Remarks column 

1.8ℓ bottle recyclables Rinse lightly. 

absorbent cotton burnable   

accessory unburnable   

accordion curtain oversize   

adapter unburnable   

aerosol can  unburnable After gas venting 

agriculture chemicals non collectable Consult a dealer. 

air cleaner（within 0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

air conditioner non collectable For home appliance recycling. 

air pump unburnable   

air purifier unburnable   

alarm clock unburnable   

aluminum foil container unburnable   

aluminum can recyclables Rinse lightly. 

aluminum foil unburnable   

antenna（within 1m） unburnable   

ash burnable   

astronomical telescope unburnable   

audio rack（over 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

axe unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

baby bath oversize   

baby bottle unburnable   

baby carriage oversize   

baby chair oversize   

baby walker unburnable   

backpack unburnable   

bag unburnable   

ball（baseball・soccer etc.） unburnable   

balloon unburnable   

ballpoint pen unburnable   

bamboo sword（within 1m） burnable   

bandage burnable   

bar soap  burnable   

baseball bat burnable   

bath cover unburnable   

bath towel burnable   

bathroom scales  unburnable   

battery non collectable Consult a dealer. 

BBQ stove（over 1m or 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

bed oversize   

beer container unburnable If it's possible return to the store. 

belt unburnable   

bicycle（over 1m） oversize   

bidet toilet seat unburnable   

binder unburnable   

binoculars unburnable   

birdcage unburnable   

blanket burnable   

blender unburnable   

blind（over 1m） oversize   

block (brick) unburnable   

board（wooden)（within 1m） burnable   

body brush unburnable   
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Item Classification Remarks column 

book recyclables   

book cover unburnable   

bookshelf（over 1m or 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

bookstand unburnable   

bottle recyclables A dirty thing is unburnable garbage. 

bottle （Drug） unburnable   

bottle（cosmetic） unburnable   

bowl unburnable   

bowl brush unburnable   

bowling boll unburnable   

box container unburnable   

branch（within 1m） burnable Into a 35cm or smaller diameter bunch. 

brass instrument unburnable   

bread machine unburnable   

bricks unburnable   

brush unburnable   

brush pen unburnable   

bucket（plastic） plastic   

button battery unburnable Return them to a collection box at stores. 

cabinet oversize   

cable unburnable   

cage  unburnable   

calculator unburnable   

camera unburnable   

can opener unburnable   

can（under18ℓ) recyclables   

candle burnable   

car oil non collectable Consult a dealer. 

card （Plastic） plastic   

cardboard recyclables   

carpet beater burnable   

carpet（over 1m or 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

carpet（over 1m or 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

carton recyclables   

carton（aluminum foil lining） burnable   

cassette deck unburnable   

cassette gas cylinder unburnable After gas venting 

cassette tape unburnable   

cassette tape recorder  unburnable   

CD unburnable   

CDplayer unburnable   

chain unburnable   

chair（over 1m or 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

chamois leather  unburnable   

charcoal stove unburnable   

chest  non collectable   

chest（over 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

child seat oversize   

chimney（within 1m） unburnable   

chisel unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

chisel graver unburnable   

cigarette end  burnable   

clay unburnable   

clear plastic folder plastic   

clock unburnable   

cloth burnable   
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Item Classification Remarks column 

cloth tape unburnable   

clothes burnable   

clothespin unburnable   

clothing burnable   

clothing storage box（over 01.㎥） oversize   

coating material paint burnable Soak in paper 

coating material paint can  unburnable   

coffee maker unburnable   

coffee-ground vomit burnable   

comforter oversize   

comforter（over 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

compost container（over 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

compress burnable   

construction waste non collectable Consult a licensed company.(industrial waste) 

contact lenses unburnable   

cookie can / bottle recyclables   

cooking oil bottle unburnable   

cooler（within 0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

ｃop unburnable   

copybook burnable   

cord unburnable   

cord reel  unburnable   

cork burnable   

corkscrew unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

ｃotton burnable   

cotton swabs burnable   

cotton work gloves burnable   

couch/sofa oversize   

cradle（wooden） burnable   

crayon burnable   

cup unburnable   

curtain burnable   

curtain rail（within 1m） unburnable   

cushion burnable   

cutter blades unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

cutting board unburnable   

dead leaves burnable   

dentures unburnable   

deodorizer unburnable   

desiccants unburnable   

desk（over 1m or 1 ㎥） oversize   

diapers burnable Remove any grime 

dish unburnable   

dish drainer  unburnable   

dish towel burnable   

display non collectable PC3R 

disposable diaper burnable   

doormat unburnable   

drawing board（wooden) burnable   

dresser（over 1m） oversize   

dressing table（over 1m） oversize   

drill unburnable   

drill blade unburnable   

drug burnable   

dry battery unburnable Return them to a collection box at stores. 

dryer non collectable For home appliance recycling. 
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Item Classification Remarks column 

dumbbells unburnable   

dustpan unburnable   

DVD（Including cases) unburnable   

DVDplayer unburnable   

earphone unburnable   

earth ware pot unburnable   

eggshell burnable   

eighteen liter drum recyclables A dirty thing is unburnable garbage. 

electric carpets unburnable   

electric griddle  unburnable   

electric kettle unburnable   

electric stove unburnable   

electric toothbrush  unburnable   

electronic dictionary unburnable   

electronic keyboard oversize   

envelope burnable   

eraser unburnable   

exercise machine oversize   

exhaust fan unburnable   

extinguisher non collectable Consult a dealer. 

facsimile unburnable   

fallen leaves burnable   

fan unburnable   

fan heater unburnable   

feather duster（wooden) burnable   

fertilizer  unburnable   

fertilizer bag plastic A dirty thing is unburnable garbage. 

figured mat （over 1m or 1 ㎥） oversize   

file unburnable   

film unburnable   

filter paper burnable   

fire tongs unburnable   

fireproof safe（over 50kg） oversize   

fireworks burnable Soak in water. 

fishing line  unburnable   

fishing rod（within 1m） unburnable   

flashlight unburnable   

floor heating panel  oversize   

floppy disk unburnable   

flower pots unburnable   

flower stand（over 1m） oversize   

fluorescent tube/light bulb unburnable   

fly swatter plastic   

flyer recyclables   

folding chair（over 1m） oversize   

food containers plastic   

food tray  plastic   

fork unburnable   

frame（wooden) burnable   

free-standing dish cabinet oversize   

freezer non collectable For home appliance recycling. 

fresh flower burnable   

frying pan unburnable   

fusuma（over 1m） oversize   

ｆuton bag burnable   

futon cover burnable   
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Item Classification Remarks column 

futon dryer unburnable   

futon（over 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

gas cartridge stove unburnable   

gas range unburnable   

gas stove unburnable   

gas stove guard unburnable   

gasoline carrying can unburnable Use up 

gauze burnable   

glass unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

glass fish tank（within 0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

glass wool non collectable Consult a licensed company.(industrial waste) 

glasses unburnable   

glassware unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

glove unburnable   

glue unburnable   

goggles  unburnable   

golf ball unburnable   

grass cutter unburnable   

grass・flower・leaf burnable   

grater unburnable   

grinding bowl unburnable   

grinding pestle burnable   

ground sheet unburnable   

guitar oversize   

gummed tape burnable   

hair comb plastic   

hair spray unburnable After gas venting 

hairdryer unburnable   

hairpin unburnable   

handcart oversize   

handkerchief burnable   

handsaw unburnable   

hangar（Iron） unburnable   

hangar（plastic） plastic   

hangar（Wood） burnable   

hanger rack  oversize   

hat burnable   

hatchet unburnable   

headphone unburnable   

wheel barrow oversize   

helmet unburnable   

highlighter unburnable   

hina doll burnable   

hose unburnable   

hose reel  unburnable   

hot carpet unburnable   

hot pack burnable   

hot water bottle unburnable   

hubcap unburnable   

ice pack unburnable   

ice pick unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

incandescent bulb unburnable   

incense stick burnable   

infant bed oversize   

inflatable pool unburnable   

ink cartridge unburnable Return them to a collection box at stores. 
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Item Classification Remarks column 

ink stone unburnable   

insect cage unburnable   

intravenous drip pack burnable   

intravenous drip pack（needle） burnable To medical institutions or drug stores. 

iron unburnable   

iron fence  oversize   

ironing board unburnable   

jack unburnable   

juice extractor unburnable   

kennel oversize   

kennel（over 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

kerosene non collectable Consult a dealer. 

kerosene poly tank unburnable   

kerosene tank oversize   

kettle unburnable   

key unburnable   

keyboard（PC) unburnable   

kick scooter unburnable   

kimono burnable   

kitchen knife unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

kitchen waste burnable   

kitty litter  burnable   

knife unburnable   

knitting needle（wooden) burnable   

ladder（over 1m） oversize   

lantern unburnable   

laundry detergent burnable   

laundry net unburnable   

laundry stand unburnable   

LD unburnable   

lead refills unburnable   

leather bag  unburnable   

leather goods unburnable   

light bulb unburnable   

light fixture（within 1m） unburnable   

lighter unburnable   

LP gas cylinder  non collectable Consult dealers or manufacturers. 

magazine recyclables   

magnet unburnable   

magnifying glass unburnable   

mahjong mat/tile unburnable   

mahjong table（over 1m） oversize   

marker unburnable   

match burnable Soak in water. 

measure unburnable   

mechanical pencil unburnable   

metallic racket unburnable   

microphone unburnable   

microwave unburnable   

microwave oven（within 0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

milk carton recyclables   

mini beer keg and tap  unburnable   

mini-component unburnable   

mirror unburnable   

MO/MD unburnable   

motor oil burnable Absorb it with either use a coagulant to solidify it. 
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Item Classification Remarks column 

motorcycle non collectable Consult a dealer. 

mounted animal（within 1m or 0.1 ㎥） burnable   

mouse/mouse pad unburnable   

nail unburnable   

nail clipper unburnable   

napkin/tampon burnable   

necktie burnable   

needle unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

negative unburnable   

net（within1m） unburnable   

newspaper recyclables   

Nickel-Cadmium battery oversize   

nipper unburnable   

notebook non collectable PC3R 

oil burnable Absorb it with either cloth or paper, or use a coagulant to solidify it. 

oil strainer unburnable   

oil tank oversize   

oilcan unburnable   

Pacifier unburnable   

packaging tray  plastic   

padded floor（within 1m or 0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

paint burnable Soak in paper 

paint can  unburnable   

paint tube（plastic） plastic Rinse lightly. 

paint tube（plastic） unburnable   

paintbrush burnable   

panel heater （over 1m） oversize   

paper clay burnable   

paper clip unburnable   

paper cup burnable   

paper plate burnable   

paper towel burnable   

paperweight unburnable   

parasol（over 1m） oversize   

partition screen oversize   

peeler unburnable   

pencil burnable   

pencil case unburnable   

pencil sharpener unburnable   

personal computer non collectable PC3R 

personal seal burnable   

pet pad burnable   

phone card unburnable   

photo burnable   

piano non collectable Consult a dealer. 

pickle barrel （plastic） unburnable   

pickle barrel（wooden) burnable   

pillow burnable   

pin unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

pipe bed oversize   

planter unburnable   

plastic bottle recyclables Rinse lightly. 

plastic chest  oversize   

plastic container unburnable   

plastic model plastic   

plastic wrap plastic   
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Item Classification Remarks column 

pliers unburnable   

plug unburnable   

plywood（over 1m） non collectable   

plywood（within 1m） burnable   

postcard burnable   

pot unburnable   

pottery unburnable   

pottery vases unburnable   

potty  unburnable   

powder puff unburnable   

power tower  oversize   

preservative unburnable   

pressure cooker unburnable   

printer unburnable   

printer（over 0.1 ㎥ or 50kg） oversize   

punch unburnable   

radio unburnable   

radio cassette recorder unburnable   

rag mat oversize   

raincoat  unburnable   

rake unburnable   

razor unburnable   

rechargeable battery unburnable Return them to a collection box at stores. 

recharger unburnable   

record・record player unburnable   

reed screen burnable   

reel unburnable   

refrigerator non collectable For home appliance recycling. 

remote control unburnable   

retort pouch unburnable   

rice cooker unburnable   

roller skate unburnable   

rope burnable   

rosary unburnable   

round plastic wash basin plastic   

rubber band unburnable   

rubber boots unburnable   

rubber gloves  unburnable   

rush mat（over 1m or 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

safe unburnable   

safety pin unburnable   

sandals unburnable   

sandpaper burnable   

saucepan unburnable   

scale unburnable   

schoolchild's satchel  unburnable   

scissors unburnable   

scotch plastic   

scotch tape plastic   

scourer unburnable   

screen door（within1m） unburnable   

screw thread unburnable   

screwdriver unburnable   

scrub sponge unburnable   

seal burnable   

self-inking stamp unburnable   
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Item Classification Remarks column 

sewing machine unburnable   

sewing needle unburnable   

sharpening stone unburnable   

shaver unburnable   

sheet burnable   

sheet of steel. oversize   

shell burnable   

shoe cupboard（over 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

shoes unburnable   

shovel（within 1m） unburnable   

shower chair plastic   

sickle unburnable Wrap in paper and label the package”キケン”（dangerous） 

sideboard oversize   

siphon Pump unburnable   

skateboard unburnable   

skates unburnable   

skewer unburnable   

ski boots  unburnable   

ski carrier（within 1m） unburnable   

ski pole（over 1m） oversize   

ski wear, ski clothing. unburnable   

skis（over 1m） oversize   

sleeping bag unburnable   

Sliding doors（over 1m） oversize   

slippers unburnable   

small shovel  unburnable   

smoke candle burnable   

smoke pipe unburnable   

sneakers unburnable   

snow cone maker  unburnable   

snow shoveling（over 1m） oversize   

snowboard（over 1m） oversize   

soap burnable   

soap powder burnable   

socks burnable   

soil unburnable   

solder unburnable   

soldering iron unburnable   

spatula unburnable   

spatula unburnable   

speaker unburnable   

sphygmomanometer  unburnable   

spoon unburnable   

spray can unburnable   

sprayer（within 0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

stamp pad unburnable   

stand light （within 1m） unburnable   

stapler unburnable   

steel can recyclables   

steel pipe（within 1m） unburnable   

stepladder（over 1m） oversize   

stick burnable   

stone mortar（within0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

stove unburnable   

stove（within 0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

strainer unburnable  
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Item Classification Remarks column 

straw mat burnable   

straw（Plastic） plastic   

string burnable   

stroller oversize   

stuffed toy burnable   

styrene foam plastic   

suitcase（over 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

sunglass unburnable   

surfboard oversize   

swim ring unburnable   

swimming goggles unburnable   

syringe non collectable To medical institutions or drug stores. 

table oversize   

table cloth burnable   

tarp unburnable   

tatami oversize   

tea bag  burnable   

tea strainer  unburnable   

teapot unburnable   

telephone instrument  unburnable   

telescope（within 1m） unburnable   

television non collectable For home appliance recycling. 

tension rod・shelf unburnable   

tent（over 1m or 1 ㎥） oversize   

thermometer unburnable   

thermometer（Mercury/Digital） unburnable   

thermos bottle unburnable   

thick paper burnable   

thread burnable   

thumb tack unburnable   

tights unburnable   

tile unburnable   

timber（within 1m） burnable   

tire non collectable Consult a dealer. 

tissue burnable   

toaster  unburnable   

toaster oven unburnable   

toilet non collectable   

toilet seat unburnable   

toothbrush unburnable   

tow rope unburnable   

towel burnable   

travelling bag（within 0.1 ㎥） unburnable   

tray（wooden） burnable   

treadmill oversize   

tree（within 1m） burnable   

tricycle unburnable   

tripod （within 1m） unburnable   

trophy（within 1m） unburnable   

tube seasoning unburnable   

TV stands oversize   

TV stands（over 1 ㎥） oversize   

typewriter unburnable   

umbrella unburnable   

unicycle unburnable   

used tea leaves burnable  
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Item Classification Remarks column 

used tea leaves container unburnable   

vacuum cleaner unburnable   

vegetable oil burnable   

vegetable oil container unburnable   

video camera unburnable   

video game unburnable   

video player unburnable   

video tape unburnable   

vinyl sheet  unburnable   

wagon oversize   

walker oversize   

wall paper burnable   

Wallet unburnable   

washbowl plastic   

washing machine non collectable For home appliance recycling. 

waste cloth burnable   

water cooler unburnable   

water heater（over 1m or 0.1 ㎥） oversize   

ｗａｔｅｒ pillow unburnable   

water purification machine unburnable   

waterbed oversize   

watering pot plastic   

wax burnable   

wax can unburnable   

weight scale unburnable   

wet wipes burnable   

wheel non collectable Consult a dealer. 

whiteboard unburnable   

wig burnable   

windbreaker unburnable   

wiper unburnable   

wire unburnable   

wire rope unburnable   

wood carpet（over 1m） oversize   

wood mallet  oversize   

wood sword（within 1m） burnable   

woodcraft burnable   

wooden bucket （within0.1 ㎥） burnable   

wooden hammer burnable   

wooden horse burnable   

wooden mortar burnable   

wooden racket burnable   

woolen yarn burnable   

word processor unburnable   

wrench unburnable   

wristwatch unburnable   

writing brush burnable   

zabuton burnable   
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Information 

赤井川村役場保健福祉課国保衛生係 

（健康支援センター内） 

TEL: 0135-35-2050 

（If you do not speak Japanese, please have a Japanese-speaking person call on behalf of you.） 

Mail: kokuho1@akaigawa.com 


